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          I have one signature field. see below.
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When, I click ‘sign here’ button, signature dialog box will open. see below
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Then ,I have created signature and dialog box closed. see below
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Then, I deleted the signature, and  again ‘sign here’ button  showing. see below
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Now ,I again clicked on ‘sign here’ button, dialog box opened. but dialog showing old signature which i signed before. I want to clean dialog box.
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                    How do I use JS code to simulate clicking Sign here
                    


                    Windows Tab key not working as expected (Not selecting the next field)
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          Hi,

May I know which version of WebViewer are you using? I was trying with our online sample here JavaScript PDF Viewer Demo , but was not able to reproduce.

Thanks

Wanbo
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          My pdftron WebViewer version is:


	UI version	‘7.0.0’
	Core version	‘7.0.0’



I have used below documentation:
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      PDFTron
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PDFTron


  World's #1 PDF SDK Library for Web, Mobile, Server, Desktop



  

  
    
    
  


  



sample my code:

WebViewer({

…

css: ‘path/to/stylesheet.css’

}).then(instance => {

const { Tools, docViewer } = instance;

const signatureTool = docViewer.getTool(‘AnnotationCreateSignature’);

signatureTool.on(‘signatureSaved’, async () => {

const canvas =  document.createElement(‘canvas’);

const pageMatrix =  docViewer.getDocument().getPageMatrix(annotation[0].PageNumber);

canvas.height = annotation[0].Height+30;

canvas.width = annotation[0].Width > 145 ? annotation[0].Width : 145;

const ctx = canvas.getContext(‘2d’);

const date = new Date();

ctx.fillText(${date.toLocaleString()}, 0, annotation[0].Height+20, canvas.width);

annotation[0].draw(ctx, pageMatrix)

await signatureTool.setSignature(canvas.toDataURL());

instance.closeElements([‘signatureModal’]);

});

});

        


        
           

         

         
            

                  
                    Custom UI: AnnotationCreateSignature
                    


                    Signature tool not working properly, when we have updated webviewer version from 7.0.0 to 8.3.0
                    

                    Display existing annotation in pdftron webviewer
                    

                    Catch warnings and errors outputted by PDFTron web viewer
                    

                    Signature Preview blurry
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          Hi,

I think you can just call signatureTool.clearSignatureCanvas() to clean the dialog box.

Wanbo
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